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RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In what ways do two-to-four-year-old children learn about the pragmatic meaning of multiliteracy practices?
In what ways do two-to-four-year-old children use their semiotic repertoire to make semantic meaning in multiliteracy events?

THE LUXEMBOURGISH CONTEXT

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

• official trilingualism: Luxembourgish, French & German • sociocultural theory
(Vygotsky, 2012)
• over 170 nationalities make up around 47% of the
population (STATEC, 2019)
• children learn through
participation and interaction
• young ECE sector (divided into formal & non-formal)
in a community of practice
• multilingual policy (MENJE & SNJ 2017) with 3 aims:
• multiliteracies: multilingual and multimodal events
language development, collaboration with parents &
and practices involving written language (New London
networking
Group, 2000)

TWO LEVELS OF MEANING-MAKING
• pragmatic meaning-making: learning about the
meaning of language and literacy practices in a social
context
• semantic meaning-making: learning about the
meaning of words and concepts in multiliteracy
situations and through interaction with others

METHODOLOGY
• case study of one of the 9 focus children in one of
the 3 ECE facilities
• participant: 3-year-old emergent bilingual boy
Etienne (French & Luxembourgish)
• setting: forest- childcare in the West of Luxembourg
Data collection
• fieldwork between October 2020 and June 2021
• observations (video recordings & fieldnotes)
Data analysis
• focus on collaborative storytelling events (multimodal)
sociocultural discourse analysis (Mercer, 2004)
• focus on multilingual practices (language shifts)

Two examples and first steps into the analysis
1) The educator reads a story about frogs to a group of children (including
Etienne and Gloria) and alternates between Luxembourgish and French.

Example 1 shows us that...

Excerpt (Luxembourgish, French, Portuguese)
1 Educator An di kléng Fräschen die sprangen op dem Réck
vun der Schlaang boing boing boing t’as vu? Ils
sautent sur le dos du serpent

And the little frogs jump on the snake‘s back
boing boing boing did you see? They are jumping
on the snake‘s back

2 Etienne
3 Gloria

(laughs)
(gets up and walks closer to the book to point at
page) And why does it have a big belly?
Well what do you think why does the snake have
a big belly?
I don‘t know (mumbles)
Do you think so? Go sit down now
She has eaten all raw
What has she eaten all raw?

(laughs)
(gets up and walks closer to the book to point at
page) É porque tem uma grande barriga?
4 Educator Ma firwat mengs de dass d’Schlaang en décke
Bauch hued?
Eu não sei (mumbles)
5 Gloria
6 Educator Mengs de? Géi dech mol nach sëtzen
7 Etienne Elle a mangé tout cru
8 Educator Qu’est-ce qu’elle a mangé tout cru ?

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

The educator’s multilingual practices influence Etienne’s pragmatic meaningmaking. The educator wants to foster Etienne’s understanding by using his home
language, French, to repeat (line 1), engage him (1) and ask for clarification (8). The
educator reacts differently to the Portuguese-speaking girl Gloria’s use of her home
language (lines 3 - 6), by sticking to Luxembourgish. The adult’s language practices can
help us to better understand the children’s language practices and accordingly, their
pragmatic meaning-making.
2) The educator on the right is telling a story about forest animals. Etienne draws
her attention to a specific element of the book, confusing the lizard in the picture
with a frog. He communicates his current understanding of the semantic meaning
by using different modes (e.g. gestures, gaze, Luxembourgish, French). The educator
on the left clarifies the semantic meaning by providing the correct word in French.

Etienne and Gloria were positioned as different because of visible language
hierarchies
à risk of discouraging meaning-making
•

Example 1 & 2 indicate that...
•

two ‘parallel monolingual interactions’ (e.g. French mostly used to rephrase)
discourage Etienne from speaking Luxembourgish

• educators’ language practices might not necessarily fulfil their intentions
à need for responsible translanguaging (Kirsch, 2020)

NEXT STEPS
•
•
•

further conceptualization of pragmatic meaning-making
link Vygotsky’s concept-formation to semantic meaning-making
continue analysis of other focus children within other settings
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